Close Up
Nesting tables
Illustration by: Anna Sutor

The set of side and coffee tables “Close Up” represents the will
of getting closer and looking into Italian beautiful town, into
their essence.
This project wants to review with new and modern eyes a
series small tables of the Fifties, when the great designer Aldo
Tura used to collaborate with important artists like Alessandro
Mendini, Fornasetti and others, creating beautiful and ironic
pieces of furniture.
Extroverso loves the style of those times and the extraordinary
pieces that brought Italian design to be acknowledged all over
the world.

And loves Italy, with its unique landscapes and town, to be
rediscovered too in all their beauty.
The careful eye, sensitive taste and precise hand of Anna Sutor
describes perfectly this sense and beauty between architecture
and oniric vision.
The plain surface becomes like a window open on the fantastic
urban landscape, with its antique monuments and takes us into
that unique atmosphere of each town.
The drawing is pure line, simplifying and recreating spaces,
feelings. A view of Venice that can be enjoyed every day by
everyone.

Anna Sutor

Anna Sutor graduated from the
IUAV Faculty of Architecture
in Venice in 1998. After
completing a Masters degree
at the Architectural Association
in London she worked for Rem
Koolhaas in Rotterdam and
later for Norman Foster again in
London. She currently lives and
works in Milan predominantly
as an illustrator, with particular
focus on the drawing of cities in
their multifold environments.
Her projects span between
different layers of space design:
from the pure architecture
project through the design
of a single room and its
furnishings to conceiving its
surfaces, whether walls, tables
ceilings, floors. The creation of
a pattern, or of surreal settings
applies to wallpapers ,furniture,
carpets with no limits to their
transformation. Her illustrations
have
been
published
in
newspapers, magazines, books
furnishings and wallpapers all
around the world.
The Creative Quarterly review
designated her one of the New
visual artists of 2012.

Close Up
EXV101
Rialto - Oval Coffee Table

Flat print B/W, glossy finishing
Lacquered legs - colors available on request
60 cm
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EXV102
Round Nesting tables

Flat print B/W, glossy finishing
Lacquered legs - colors available on request
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who we are
Extroverso comes from experience and passion for design, furniture and accessories.
Through objects and shapes, Extroverso wants to celebrate Beauty, made of local traditions, art, craftsmanship, of great
refinement and quality.
Design and lifestyle products, made in Italy by master craftsmen and quality manufacturer.
Extroverso creates “bridges” and “joints”: it’s a place where international projects, sensibilities, languages and identities
meet.
A network of creative, dynamic and enthusiastic people, interacting, growing and expressing their value into the
creative project of an object, a shape.
The true essence of Extroverso is beyond the product: the vision, the talent of developing the idea together with the
ability of relating, listening and growing within a good team, the real secret of a good result.
Creative inspiration (i.e. “Estro”) reveals in different shapes: every artist and designer expresses a personal vision of
beauty, design, spaces… Extroverso is there, seeking for that vision, that inspiration, that talent, and valorize it through
functional, surprising objects and furniture.
Extroverso combines modernity and tradition through the unique interpretation of artists and designers selected by its
founder Manuela Dello Strologo.

Manuela Dello Strologo
info@extroverso.it
Facebook: @extroverso.design
www.extroverso.it
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